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The commemoration of protest is a vibrant practice in 
Ireland and Hong Kong at this time despite the fact that 
almost a century separates the commemorated protest 
movements in each former colony of the British Empire. 
Forms of censorship challenge the shared colonial practice 
of commemorating the narratives and historical reception of 
these protests. Poetry can often set the record straight and 

speak for shared aspects of a historical emergence into democratic process. By 
returning to the writings of Robert Hart, John Pope Hennessy, W. B. Yeats and a 
selection of contemporary protest poems and essays in Hong Kong, this paper explores 
both how Irish politicians who shaped Hong Kong often built their colonial policies on 
the personal experience of colonialism in Ireland and how poets in both regions have 
regarded the commemoration of protest as a means for furthering debate on 
democratic freedoms denied by politicians.     
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